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The conceptual toolkit is a heuristic device for teaching and learning key concepts and is
grounded in Cognitive Load Theory (CLT). It focuses attention by stripping away extraneous
material, encouraging a focus on the germane. This project brings the toolkit into virtual existence
as a digitally animated interactive resource in the form of an extended metaphor. Key disciplinary
concepts are represented as a „tools‟ that can gain traction on data like a spanner on a bolt. Tools
are acquired by learners and organized in a „tool shed‟ ready for use. The tool shed allows
students to organize concepts into memorable clusters; tools are organized on shelves akin to
cognitive schemata in long-term memory. Subsequently learners may select tools appropriate to a
specific „job‟ and, extending the metaphor, these are placed into a traditional steel cantilever
toolbox ready for use. Exercises then scaffold application and analysis, facilitating higher level
thinking; tools are „picked up‟ by working memory for application to tasks such as case study or
comparison. Reflection on the suitability of tools selected allows for deeper synthesis and
understanding.
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The metaphor of the toolkit
The „toolkit‟ is an established pedagogical metaphor, with examples extending from philosophy (Baggini 2002)
and ethics (Cooper 2008), to biology (Janssen 2008) proteins (Price 2009), conceptual modeling (Wieringa
2003) and urban infrastructure (NIWA 2012). The metaphor has also been extended to political thought
(Roberts 2004); similarly, Heywood (2000, 2007), places an emphasis on concepts. This project extends the
metaphor in a manner consistent with the lessons of CLT.

CLT and the toolkit
Mayer and Moreno propose multiple solutions to cognitive overload including “pretraining in names and
characteristics of components” in a “mental model”.
The tool shed: Reducing cognitive load
Stage one of engagement with the toolkit corresponds to “pretraining”. This is done through acquisition and
organization of tools for the shed; stocking the shed allows students to build “component models (i.e.,
representations of how each component works).” The shed stage requires “active processing” and encourages
“meaningful learning”, with students “mentally organizing the presented material into a coherent structure, and
integrating the presented material with existing knowledge.” Shelves in the shed are akin to cognitive schemata
in long-term memory.
The toolbox: Encouraging higher level thinking
Stage two requires students to choose a small number of tools for a box appropriate to a particular job; selection
and application to empirical material then facilitate construction of a “causal model (i.e., a representation of how
a change in one part of the system causes change in another part, etc.). Beneficial outcomes include “better
transfer” because “students know names and behaviors of system components” (Mayer and Moreno 2003).
Tools picked up by working memory bring conceptual clarity to a case study or comparison.

The conceptual toolkit in Politics and Middle East studies
The toolkit reflects a teaching ethos and political commitment: that higher level thinking develops as concepts
expedite analysis, analysis reveals patterns, and patterns render the complex comprehensible; and that education
can empower individuals to analyse and so to read, listen or watch politics on a deeper level for themselves. The
toolkit is intended to support learning within and beyond a tertiary environment.
One sample concept in Politics is legitimacy, a quality that “confers on a command an authoritative or binding
character, thus transforming power into authority” (Heywood 2007: 219). For Weber, authority takes three
forms: traditional, charismatic, and legal-rational (through mechanisms such as free and fair elections).
Upheaval in the Arab world appears confusing. But the concept of legitimacy brings clarity, revealing deficits in
the authority of Arab governments across the region and patterns in dynamic regional politics.
The toolkit is intended to have generic applicability; opening up the cognitive process to social science students
in general could be done in tandem with the development of discipline specific learning skills. The capacity for
ready customization is an integral feature of the resource: the „shed‟ provides organization and storage space
within which students can build a “component model” of concepts from Sociology, Social Anthropology or
Human Geography as readily as Politics; the selection and application of concepts via a job-specific „box‟
facilitates construction of a “causal model” with equally generic pedagogical value.
Development of a prototype of the toolkit is underway; a trial is planned with first year Politics students at
Massey University during semester one 2013. The trial will be followed up with student evaluation using a
tailored questionnaire via the Massey Online Survey Tool (MOST), plus peer review by social science
colleagues from the GASP group within Massey University (Geography, Anthropology, Sociology and Politics).
Feedback will inform further development of a stand-alone version that will be made publically available under
a creative commons licence.
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